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Network Recovery: Protection and Restoration of Optical, SONET-SDH, IP, and MPLSMorgan Kaufmann, 2004
"This is the right book at the right time for anyone in the telecommunications business, or anyone who is dependent on the services provided by the telecommunications business that would like to understand the new Internet that is rapidly becoming the common reality."
From the Foreword by Scott Bradner, Senior Technical Consultant...
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The ComSoc Guide to Next Generation Optical Transport: SDH/SONET/OTNJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	A comprehensive guide to SDH, SONET, and OTN


	The ComSoc Guide to Next Generation Optical Transport provides a unique overview of SDH and OTN for engineers who are new to the field, as well as manufacturers, network operators, and graduate students who need a basic understanding of the topics. Fully up-to-date with the...
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Fiber Optic Installer's Field Manual (First-Choice Field Manuals)McGraw-Hill, 2000
Step-by-step field guide for fiber optic cable installation. Bob Chomycz's put-it-in-your-pocket-and-go Fiber Optic Installer's Field Manual explains fiber optic cable installation via an extremely effective, heavily illustrated, step-by-step approach. This easy-look-up compendium gives you diagrams and procedures you can count on, whether you're...
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Network Routing: Algorithms, Protocols, and ArchitecturesMorgan Kaufmann, 2007
In the span of a quarter-century, network routing in communication networks has evolved tremendously. Just a quarter-century ago, the public switched telephone network (PSTN) was running hierarchical routing, ARPANET routing was operational, and the telecommunication infrastructure had fixed static transport routes. In the 1980s, we saw the first...
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Resilient Storage Networks, First Edition : Designing Flexible Scalable Data InfrastructuresDigital Press, 2004
A resilient storage network is an environment where data is always available for the needs of the business. This book explains the components, as well as how to design and implement a resilient storage network for workgroup, departmental, and enterprise environments. Storage networks are an enabling capability combining technology and best...
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Mesh-based Survivable Transport Networks: Options and Strategies for Optical, MPLS, SONET and ATM NetworkingPrentice Hall, 2003
 Next-generation architectures for survivable networks. 

 "Always on" information networks must automatically reroute around virtually any problem-but conventional, redundant ring architectures are too inefficient and inflexible. The solution: mesh-based networks that will be just as survivable-and far more...
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Building Broadband NetworksCRC Press, 2002

	Optical networks, undersea networks, GSM, UMTS…The recent explosion in broadband communications technologies has opened a new world of fast, flexible services and applications. To successfully implement these services, however, requires a solid understanding of the concepts and capabilities of broadband technologies and networks.
...
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Traffic Grooming in Optical WDM Mesh NetworksSpringer, 2005
Traffic Grooming in Optical WDM Mesh Networks captures the state-of-the-art in the design and analysis of network architectures, protocols, and algorithms for implementing efficient traffic grooming in optical WDM mesh networks. Key topics include: - Static traffic grooming - Dynamic traffic grooming - Grooming models and policies - Grooming node...
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PPP Design, Implementation, and Debugging (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2001
Extensively revised and expanded to cover the latest developments in PPP and network technology, this second edition addresses such current topics as:
	PPP in today's telecommunications infrastructure  
	PPP and telephony  
	Optical (SONET/SDH) PPP links  
	The relationship between PPP and...
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Metro EthernetCisco Press, 2003
The definitive guide to enterprise and carrier metro Ethernet applications

	Easy to read and understand, following the style of the best-selling Internet Routing Architectures
	Understand emerging metro Ethernet services such as point-to-point packet-leased line services and multipoint-to-multipoint VPLS

...
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Connection-Oriented Networks: SONET/SDH, ATM, MPLS and Optical NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A thorough knowledge of modern connection-oriented networks is essential to understanding the current and near-future state of networking.
    This book provides a complete overview of connection-oriented networks, discussing both packet-switched and circuit-switched networks, which, though seemingly different, share common...
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Optical Performance Monitoring: Advanced Techniques for Next-Generation Photonic NetworksAcademic Press, 2010

	This in-depth, detailed reference presents for the first time a comprehensive treatment of recent advances in optical performance monitoring. Written by leading experts in the field, the book provides an overview of recent developments in the area and the role of OPM in future optical systems and networks. Detailed discussions of various...
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